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A U.S psychotherapist-writer adrift in a private situation meets Pirip, a feisty mountain dweller in
Papua New Guinea (PNG) who's striving to steer conventional ladies into the trendy world. They
enhance a compelling friendship that bridges their separation via language, eons of tradition,
and 10,000 miles. The author's urge to appreciate Pirip's strivings fuels seven month-long trips
to PNG in the course of 13 years. Dense rain forests and precipitous mountains have spawned
numerous detailed cultures and over 800 various languages in a kingdom the scale of
California. the writer and her husband see humans current in concord with the normal world,
dwelling richly textured lives with no synthetic goods. but anyplace they enterprise during this
younger nation, the conflict among historical and smooth is the primary drama, performed out
opposed to a Two Women, Two Worlds backdrop of sexual tensions. At first, McCollum helps
Pirip's objective of bringing rural girls into the spreading money economy. Then doubt started to
stir. speedy Western-style improvement is stripping impression clear of girls and a feeling of
importance clear of men. but if Pirip ultimately confides her inner most story, McCollum sees
why her fight is needed. She additionally fathoms the crucial query for Pirip, Two Women, Two
Worlds for herself, for PNG and the USA; namely, how can the exhilarating probabilities of swap
be balanced with the sustenance of tradition? The author's pals are asking, "Why do you retain
going again to New Guinea?" the hassle to appreciate her attachment to Pirip pulls her right
Two Women, Two Worlds into a quaking bathroom of early life memories, after which courses
her onto enterprise flooring again. within the end, that brave mountain woman's affection lifts a
timeworn veil of guilt and brings the writer acalming self-acceptance. in regards to the Author:
Audrey McCollum was once born and raised in manhattan City, the place turmoil in her kin
sparked her force to develop into a psychotherapist and writer. proficient on the Brearley
School, Vassar College, and the Simmons university institution of Social Work, she turned a
relatives therapist and study affiliate on the Yale collage baby research middle and division of
Pediatrics. in the course of these years, she married and commenced rearing her daughter and
son--trying to mix potent parenting lifestyles while that was once nonetheless unusual between
women. Her first book, dealing with lengthy wellbeing and fitness Impairment on your baby used
to be defined as "the top ebook within the box with the worst title!" improved and updated, it was
once later released because the Chronically ailing Child: A advisor for folks and Professionals.
A stream to New Hampshire rekindled her formative years interest approximately own transition.
Her groundbreaking book, The Trauma of Moving: mental concerns for girls used to be by
means of shrewdpermanent Moves: Your advisor during the Emotional Maze of Relocation, coauthored by means of Nadia Jensen and Stuart Copans. Two Women, Two Worlds nonetheless
available, it has earned accolades within the media and is defined as "the bible" of relocation.An
avid traveler, attracted to the sweetness and secret of tropical coral reefs and rain forests,
McCollum grew to become excited about Papua New Guinea -- a kingdom in the middle of
tumultuous change. in the course of repeated visits there, she and a mountain woman, Pirip
Kuru, constructed the advanced Two Women, Two Worlds and ever-deepening friendship
defined in Women, Worlds. McCollum practices psychotherapy, writes, skis, hikes, and lives
fortunately along with her husband in Etna, New Hampshire.
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